A phase-locked terahertz transient is exploited as an ultrafast phase gate for femtosecond optical pulses. We directly map out the group delay dispersion of a low-power near-infrared pulse by measuring the electro-optically induced polarization rotation as a function of wavelength. Our experiment covers the spectral window from 1.0 to 1:4 μm and reaches a temporal precision better than 1 fs. A quantitative analysis of the detector response confirms that this streaking technique requires no reconstruction algorithm and is also well suited for the characterization of pulses spanning more than one optical octave. © 2011 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 320.7100, 190.7110, 140.3295. The quest for ever shorter laser pulses has motivated a rapid development of sophisticated techniques for ultrafast pulse characterization [1] [2] [3] [4] . Typically the pulse under study is superimposed with an ultrashort gate and analyzed after a nonlinear interaction with the latter. One of the pulses is delayed with respect to the other one and the experiment is repeated for different delay times. Depending on the relative durations and carrier frequencies of the input and the gate pulses, respectively, three classes of characterization schemes may be distinguished: (i) if the gate is much shorter than any feature of the pulse to be characterized, the former may directly map out the oscillating carrier field in a stroboscopic manner. This idea is routinely implemented in electrooptic detection of terahertz (THz) transients [5] [6] [7] . (ii) In the regime where both the input and the gate pulse are of similar duration and center frequency, auto-and crosscorrelation schemes have been employed [1, 3] . These techniques are particularly popular because the gate pulse may be obtained merely by splitting the pulse under study and correlating it with its replica. High intensities required for the nonlinear interaction as well as phase distortions induced by beamsplitters, however, render this technique tedious for low-power and single-cycle near-infrared (NIR) pulses [8] . Furthermore, sophisticated projection algorithms are necessary to extract the full spectral phase. (iii) If a single cycle of the gate field is much longer than the input pulse, the former increases monotonically during the duration of the pulse under study. Exploiting material properties that depend monotonically on the applied field allows for the design of streak cameras. With electronically controlled gate fields, the maximal temporal resolution is typically bound to the picosecond regime or slower. Intense NIR laser pulses from Ti:sapphire amplifiers with stabilized carrier envelope phase, on the other hand, have accessed the attosecond time-scale [2, 9] . Yet, efficient streak cameras for femtosecond pulses have not been available so far, to the best of our knowledge.
The quest for ever shorter laser pulses has motivated a rapid development of sophisticated techniques for ultrafast pulse characterization [1] [2] [3] [4] . Typically the pulse under study is superimposed with an ultrashort gate and analyzed after a nonlinear interaction with the latter. One of the pulses is delayed with respect to the other one and the experiment is repeated for different delay times.
Depending on the relative durations and carrier frequencies of the input and the gate pulses, respectively, three classes of characterization schemes may be distinguished: (i) if the gate is much shorter than any feature of the pulse to be characterized, the former may directly map out the oscillating carrier field in a stroboscopic manner. This idea is routinely implemented in electrooptic detection of terahertz (THz) transients [5] [6] [7] . (ii) In the regime where both the input and the gate pulse are of similar duration and center frequency, auto-and crosscorrelation schemes have been employed [1, 3] . These techniques are particularly popular because the gate pulse may be obtained merely by splitting the pulse under study and correlating it with its replica. High intensities required for the nonlinear interaction as well as phase distortions induced by beamsplitters, however, render this technique tedious for low-power and single-cycle near-infrared (NIR) pulses [8] . Furthermore, sophisticated projection algorithms are necessary to extract the full spectral phase. (iii) If a single cycle of the gate field is much longer than the input pulse, the former increases monotonically during the duration of the pulse under study. Exploiting material properties that depend monotonically on the applied field allows for the design of streak cameras. With electronically controlled gate fields, the maximal temporal resolution is typically bound to the picosecond regime or slower. Intense NIR laser pulses from Ti:sapphire amplifiers with stabilized carrier envelope phase, on the other hand, have accessed the attosecond time-scale [2, 9] . Yet, efficient streak cameras for femtosecond pulses have not been available so far, to the best of our knowledge.
Here we present a polarization streaking technique that allows for a precise measurement of the spectral phase of low-intensity femtosecond pulses without any reconstruction algorithm. We characterize the group delay dispersion of a NIR pulse covering the wavelength range from 1.0 to 1:4 μm with an average spectral energy density of 0:4 pJ=nm. Our theoretical analysis demonstrates that the phase spectrum of pulses spanning multiple optical octaves may be extracted with subfemtosecond precision.
The idea of our experiment is schematically depicted in Fig. 1(a) . We focus a phase-stable THz transient onto an electro-optic crystal. The oscillating electric field induces a birefringence via the Pockels effect which rotates the polarization of a co-propagating optical pulse in proportion to the instantaneous THz electric field. For a sufficiently fast variation of the gate, different temporal slices of the optical pulse experience a markedly different rotation of their polarization. Analyzing this effect as a function of wavelength is expected to yield the chirp of the input pulse directly.
To prove this principle, we generate a NIR test pulse and a THz streaking field with a multibranch Er:fiberTi:sapphire hybrid laser [10] . One branch of the femtosecond fiber laser is fed into a highly nonlinear bulk fiber to obtain an ultrabroadband continuum, with an energy of 0:2 nJ and a center wavelength of 1:2 μm [11] . The spectral phase is controlled with an SF10 prism compressor. The pulses from another branch of the fiber system are frequency doubled and amplified in a high-power Ti:sapphire system to drive two parallel parametric amplifiers (OPAs). Difference frequency mixing of the synchronized signal trains from both OPAs has been demonstrated to result in phase-locked multi-THz transients with peak fields above 100 MV=cm [10] . In the present work, transients featuring peak fields of 1 MV=cm are sufficient, even though we record only one spectrally dispersed pulse per data point at a moderate repetition rate of 1 kHz. THz and NIR pulse trains are collinearly focused into a GaSe electro-optic sensor of a thickness of 140 μm [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The wavelength-dependent polarization of the NIR pulse is analyzed with a Glan-Taylor prism, a monochromator, and an InGaAs photodiode. We control the relative time between input and gate pulses with a mechanical delay stage (time step: 1 fs) and scan the spectrum via a rotating grating. The transmission through the polarizer is compared for the situation with and without a THz field impinging on the electro-optic crystal. The difference ΔT is recorded by a boxcar integrator.
The intensity spectrum of the NIR pulse covers the wavelength range from below 1 μm to above 1:4 μm [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Figure 2(b) illustrates the field-induced transmission changes for two NIR-wavelengths, 1140 nm and 1180 nm, as a function of the delay time. Both signals oscillate with the electric field of the applied few-cycle THz pulse (not shown) at a center frequency of 29 THz. The transients are identical within noise limits, but show a temporal offset of Δt g ¼ 13 fs. This delay is a manifestation of the spectral chirp of the NIR pulse. We follow the temporal position of a distinct feature of the THz waveform, such as a sharp zero-crossing, throughout the spectrum of the NIR pulse [dots in Fig. 2(c) ]. This trace may be directly interpreted as the time-dependent instantaneous frequency of the pulse, i.e. its group delay dispersion. The parabolic shape at the short-wavelength end of the curve, between 1050 nm and 1150 nm, indicates a predominantly cubic term in the phase spectrum. Above λ ¼ 1150 nm, the pulse is primarily linearly chirped. The overall phase profile leads to a pulse duration of 50 fs (FWHM). The temporal resolution of this technique is limited by the precision of the optical delay between the THz pulse and the NIR pulse and by the accuracy at which the zero-crossing can be determined. The latter is set by the frequency of the THz field and the signal-tonoise ratio of the measurement. Fitting a sine function to the experimental data of Fig. 2(b) (λ ¼ 1140 nm) allows us to locate the zero-crossing of the transient at t d ¼ −11 fs with an uncertainty of less than 1 fs.
While the time-domain picture offers an intuitive concept, it neglects phase-matching effects and presumes an instantaneous χ ð2Þ -nonlinearity. For a more rigorous description we now switch to the frequency domain. The rotation of the polarization may be described as a sum-frequency process with type-I phase-matching. A NIR photon mixes with a THz photon to generate another NIR component polarized perpendicularly at a frequency ω NIR2 ðoÞ ¼ ω NIR1 ðeÞ AE ω THz ðoÞ. Here the indices 'o' and 'e' designate ordinary and extraordinary polarization, respectively. Since the THz frequency ω S is significantly smaller than the bandwidth of the NIR pulse, the newly generated frequency overlaps coherently with the linearly transmitted input spectrum and induces an effective polarization rotation [7] .
For a quantitative model we allow for an arbitrary phase of the NIR pulse and take into account sum and difference frequency processes, a frequency dependent nonlinearity [12] , and phase-matching effects. We find that, for optical frequencies ω much larger than all relevant THz frequencies ω THz , the group delay of the pulse may be written as [13] 
where τ exp ðωÞ represents the measured group delay. τ PM ðωÞ and τ χ ð2Þ ðω; ω THz Þ account for distortions due to phase-matching effects and the frequency-dependence of the χ ð2Þ -nonlinearity, respectively. The dispersion of χ ð2Þ may be neglected far off electronic or ionic resonances [14] . Thus solely phase-matching effects remain as potentially relevant factors to be corrected for. We calculate τ PM ðωÞ from the phase-matching function [12] using the well-known dispersion of GaSe [15, 16] and subtract it from τ exp ðωÞ. The result, indicated by the black line in Fig. 2(b) , shows virtually the same time dependence as the raw data. Thus the intuitive strategy of tracing a local feature of the THz transient represents an excellent approximation to the exact recovery of the full spectral phase of the NIR pulse. Recent experimental results [8] have confirmed an urgent need for straightforward characterization schemes for pulses spanning more than one optical octave, particularly in the NIR and visible spectral domain. THz streaking may be extended to cover this regime. To illustrate this fact, we present phase-matching diagrams for a GaSe crystal (thickness: 100 μm) and two different phasematching angles [ Fig. 3(a) ]. For an internal propagation angle of 13°with respect to the optical axis and ω THz ¼ 12 THz, a phase-matching bandwidth of more than 350 THz (FWHM) is obtained, ranging from 75 up to 425 THz. If ω THz is chosen below the phonon resonance, even more broadband phase-matching is possible. Typical group delay distortions τ PM introduced by the remaining phase mismatch are shown in Fig. 3(b) for crystal thicknesses of 100 μm, 50 μm, and 10 μm. Even for relatively long crystals the detector response causes delays of the order of few femtoseconds, only, over a bandwidth of more than one optical octave. For a crystal length of 10 μm, the correction factor is within 1 fs for a bandwidth spanning nearly two optical octaves [ Fig. 3(c) ] and may, thus, be safely neglected even for extremely broadband pulses. Other crystal materials, such as GaP [17] , ZnTe [18, 19] , CdTe [20] , or LiNbO 3 [18] , may be employed to further increase the accessible spectral range.
In conclusion we have demonstrated a versatile method for the characterization of low-intensity ultrashort laser pulses supporting bandwidths of multiple optical octaves even for relatively long nonlinear crystals. A single-shot implementation of this technique is feasible in a way similar to single-shot detection of THz transients [21] [22] [23] [24] by replacing the photodiode with a photodiode array and recording spectra for one delay time only. No reconstruction algorithm is required to extract the spectral phase of the pulses. Finally we stress that even though we have applied relatively high THz fields in our present study, the presented method will work wherever electro-optic sampling is applicable. Further experiments with yet more broadband pulses and compact laser sources at high repetition rates are currently under way.
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